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1.0 Executive Summary
The Youth Environment Council (YEC) has now been running
for 21 years, providing young South Australians interested
in improving the environment with a space to develop their
enthusiasm, as well as a suite of life-long skills.
This year we were able to recognise and celebrate 20 years
of the YEC by bringing together members past and present to
share what being a member has meant to so many people over
the years.
The YEC program is geared towards giving members a greater
understanding of sustainability; how it applies to their lives and the issues
that face society. It also aims to empower young people by showing them that their voices are
not only valued, but are far more powerful when they work with others to make a difference. In
addition YEC members develop skills in social entrepreneurialism.
Students take part in a year-long program to help them implement action projects within their
schools or communities. To support them in this they are led through a series of activities which
challenge them to think about how they can improve sustainability in a broad context. Over the
course of the program students develop their skills as powerful learners; able to make decisions,
solve problems, communicate their messages and collaborate with others. This enables them
to build and develop planning and organisational skills, teamwork, public speaking, personal
responsibility and social skills. They also come into contact and create friendships with new
people holding similar passions, leading to a boost in their confidence and self-belief.
Six of the seven general capabilities are strongly woven through the YEC program:
•

Literacy

•

Ethical understanding

•

Personal and social capacity

•

Critical and creative thinking

•

Information and communication
technology

•

Inter-cultural understanding.

This has resulted in a strong program that contributes to the goals set out in the Melbourne
Declaration on Educational Goals for Young Australians (MCEETYA 2008) that young people
should be supported to become successful learners, confident and creative individuals, and
active and informed citizens.
The Department for Education (DE) and the Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Natural Resources
Management Board (AMLR NRMB) recognise the value of authentic student voice, which
empowers young people and provides them with the skills, curiosity and creativity to take action
for the environment and to live more sustainable lifestyles.
It is important that these students understand that they don’t have to wait until adulthood to
be a leader in their community. As part of a network of skilled, confident, like-minded students,
they are equipped to tackle environmental and sustainability challenges today.
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1.1 Fast facts about the 2018 Youth Environment Council South Australia

“She has found her direction in life. Always had a love for animals but this is
extending to plants and the environment we all live in.”
Parent 2018

“Using the leadership skills I developed on camp, I developed and shared my
ideas on what we should do for our projects.”
Sivneang, YEC member 2018

“They have grown in confidence and developed leadership skills. Their oral
communication skills have flourished. They have motivated other students too.”
Teacher 2018
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2.0 Background
Since 1997 the YEC has provided a forum for young people to voice their concerns about key
environmental issues facing South Australia and it has given them opportunities to take action
towards a more environmentally sustainable future for SA.
The YEC is a joint initiative of DE and the NRM Education program of the AMLR NRMB. NRM
Education values young people as equal partners and active participants in making decisions
that affect their lives. NRM Education also has a program dedicated to strengthening student
voice within schools and the community, as well as providing access to authentic learning
opportunities as part of its commitment to Education for Sustainability and the implementation
of the Australian Sustainable Schools Initiative in SA (AuSSI-SA).

2.1 Celebrating 20 years of the YEC
On Friday 8 June 2018, over one hundred past and present members,
staff, parents and friends of the YEC came together to celebrate the
council’s 20th year. Guests enjoyed various project displays showing
examples of the many community based actions members have
undertaken with support from the council over the years. There
were also photos and scripts on display from past events, workshops
and conferences, and a video booth to capture the spirit of the night.
Tiahna Williams, a Kaurna youth representative, gave a moving
Welcome to Country and speakers included Jo Bishop and David Butler
(founding members from the former Department of Environment and Natural
Resources and Department of Education and Child Services respectively), who talked about the
unique and important partnership the YEC represents between the two departments. Stephen
Patterson MP, Member for Morphett, attended on behalf of The Hon David Spiers MP, Minister
for Environment and Water, and gave a great speech highlighting the value of such a partnership
and the powerful outcomes for all involved. Professor Chris Daniels, Presiding Member of the
Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Natural Resources Management Board, also spoke.
Members from 1997 right through to 2018 then shared their insights, memories and experiences
of the YEC, and charted through their speeches the many iterations of the YEC over its 20
year lifespan. Despite the changes that have occurred, there was an overall sense of continuity
reflecting the strength of the original model as an authentic, futures focussed youth voice
program, which, as many guests remarked, is rarely found these days.
NRM Education is proud to be a part of this YEC legacy; which has clearly had a profound
impact on shaping the values and skills of young people, leading them to make a difference
in their communities over the last 20 years. All this is made possible through the partnership
with the Department for Education. NRM Education very much looks forward to continuing this
relationship and developing the stewardship skills of young people into the future.
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Where are they now?
Grace (member and mentor 2014-16) Mount Compass
Area School
Grace joined the Youth Environment Council in
2014, when she already had a keen interest in
the environment, particularly the swamps of the
Fleurieu Peninsula.
Her first project was to turn an empty garden
bed into a flourishing display of locally native
plants. In subsequent years, she took on a mentor
role in the YEC and involved younger students in
planting additional areas around the school.
This eventually extended to working in the Mount
Compass Area School swamp; a four hectare heritage
listed freshwater environment. Grace helped with
revegetation efforts in the swamp, including the planting of Mount
Compass Oak Bush, an endangered species of Sheoak.
Grace also became involved with the Youth And Community in Conservation Action (YACCA)
group, based out of the Willunga Environment Centre. This group is involved in water and
species monitoring, undertaking planting events, and driving community education initiatives.
Since her time with the YEC, Grace has completed a Conservation and Land Management
certificate and was recognised at the 2018 National Landcare Awards as an Austcover Young
Landcare Leader.

3.0 YEC Aims
The Youth Environment Council of SA aims to:
•

develop skills such as leadership, team work and
public speaking

•

raise youth awareness and encourage
involvement in our environment

•

empower youth to take action on sustainability
issues and lead sustainable lifestyles

•

ensure students see themselves as
active citizens today and not just
“leaders of tomorrow”

•

develop a network of
youth sustainability
leaders

•

enable students to
share sustainability
ideas and actions.
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4.0 How YEC aligns with partner targets and priorities
The Youth Environment Council’s outcomes align with the
Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Natural Resources
Management Plan 2014-15 to 2023-24, DE priorities and the
Australian Curriculum.

4.1 Natural Resources - Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges
Key Targets
The vision of the Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Natural
Resources Management Board is Thriving communities caring for
our hills, plains and seas.
To align with this NRM Education works to develop the capacity of the
community with a focus on schools, by “supporting school sustainability initiatives and their
opportunities to extend education to their connected communities”.
This will help to ensure that the community is:
•

living within resource limits

•

informed and engaged in actively protecting and restoring our natural resources.

The Youth Environment Council has been very effective in developing young engaged leaders
who are advocates for sustainability and communicate strong messages to their wider
communities and involve them in taking action.

4.2 Department for Education Priorities
4.2.1 Best practice pedagogy
The YEC program adopts best practice pedagogy through the Teaching for Effective Learning
(TfEL) Framework. This involves:
•

encouraging students to voice their passion and concerns for sustainability and the
environment (2.1 Develop democratic relationships)

•

students sharing what they have learnt and experienced in varied modes: displays;
speeches; newsletter articles and workshops (2.2 Building a community of learners; 4.4
Communicate learning in multiple modes)

•

expecting students to drive their own learning around a
sustainability or environmental topic of their interest,
with staff support when needed (3.1 Teach students
how to learn)

•

students skilfully solving problems and being
pro-active in new situations (3.2 Foster deep
understanding and skilful action)

•

recognizing and building upon students’ prior
knowledge about projects, their community and
sustainability (4.1 Build on learners’ understandings)

•

encouraging students to participate in the community
by joining local groups, advocating for change and getting
involved in local on-ground projects (4.2 Connect learning to
students’ lives and aspirations)

•

students applying their learning in real world contexts by taking action to support a
positive change for our world (4.3 Apply and assess learning in authentic contexts).
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4.2.2 Supports the intentions behind the Australian Curriculum
Sustainability is one of the three cross-curriculum priorities in the Australian Curriculum and
the focus of the YEC program. It involves many complex issues. If YEC students are to take
ownership of the sustainability issues they are researching they must have a deep understanding
of how these issues apply to them and their local environs. As a result the YEC program content
is developed in collaboration with YEC mentors (see section 5.2) to ensure activities provide skills
development and are engaging and relevant for the whole YEC audience.
As a result NRM Education has different approaches to engage with young learners catering for
all learning styles and challenging the students to think about the sustainability issues that face
society and their local community.
The program builds resilience by helping members to explore potential solutions and/or actions.
There is also a strong focus on engaging others in developing more sustainable lifestyles, with
the philosophy that we are a far more powerful force when we work with and hear the voices of
others. As a result, YEC students develop valuable skills to become active global citizens.

4.3 Links to the Australian Curriculum
The Youth Environment Council creates opportunities for student empowerment as students
design and direct their own learning through a community based project. The skills and
knowledge that students are exposed to through the YEC are aligned to six of the seven general
capabilities (as outlined below) and strongly associated with the subject areas of Geography,
Biology, Health and Physical Education and Civics and Citizenship. The cross-curriculum priorities
of Sustainability and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Histories and Cultures are emphasised
through the YEC experience and are incorporated into several areas of the program.
Literacy:
The Youth Environment Council creates opportunities for student empowerment because
members design and direct their own learning via a community based project. The skills
and knowledge they are exposed to through the YEC are aligned to six of the seven general
capabilities (as outlined below) and are strongly associated with the subject areas of Geography,
Biology, Health and Physical Education, and Civics and Citizenship. The YEC emphasises the
cross-curriculum priorities of Sustainability and Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Histories and Cultures by incorporating them into several
areas of the program.
Learning Area Links: Civics and Citizenship (ACHCS055),
(ACHCS084); Geography (ACHGS061), (ACHGS071)
Information and communication technology:
The online discussion forum challenges members’
skills in accessing online communication tools and
allows them to keep in touch between face-to face
events. The forum is interactive and multi-modal,
enabling students to take responsibility for and control
of how they interact with the group during the year.
Members are encouraged to develop their discussion skills,
using the forum to pose questions and share their project
research and progress. They are also encouraged to use email to
communicate with each other throughout the year. Some students also
choose to produce websites, make films/videos, and produce online surveys for their project.
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Many students choose to use both new and traditional models of technology when developing
their project and obtain research material through various sources.
Learning Area links: Civics and Citizenship (ACHCS085); Geography (ACHGS061)
Critical and creative thinking:
YEC members undertake a major project that requires
them to identify an issue they are passionate about,
take action within their community and present the
outcomes to an audience. The students develop
creative solutions and challenge traditional
processes to arrive at a solution. They are
deliberately exposed to challenging scenarios and
situations that require a creative solution, in order
to develop confidence in their ability to create,
adapt and think logically about an issue. During
this process they are exposed to outdoor learning
experiences that require them to communicate and
work cohesively as a team.
Learning Area links: Civics and Citizenship (ACHCS057),
(ACHCS055), (ACHCS085); English (ACELY1720);
Health and Physical Education (ACPPS079), (ACPMP105);
Geography (ACHGS061)
Personal and social capacity:
The focus of the YEC experience is to empower students with skills and strategies to lead change
within their local community. They learn that in order to be successful many projects require
skills in leadership, negotiation, collaboration and perseverance. A three day outdoor camp
allows students to share experiences and to develop new and healthy relationships with students
they may not meet in their normal lives. Members are encouraged to apply to be a student
mentor in the following year, taking an active role in leading activities, modelling responsible
and respectful behaviours and providing feedback to students and staff.
Learning Area links: Health and Physical Education (ACPMP086), (ACPPS079), (ACPMP105);
Science (ACSHE120); Civics and Citizenship (ACHCS057), (ACHCS085)
Ethical understanding:
Members examine their values and attitudes, justify their opinions with evidence and reflect on
the rights of individuals and the responsibilities of society. They discuss and debate differing
opinions amongst themselves, learning to listen and respect opinions that differ to their own.
The concept of sustainability - balancing the needs of society, the economy and the environment
- are presented through a number of tasks. The individual projects allow students to research a
topic in greater detail to understand the complexity of an issue. They are then asked to justify
and support their views with research and are challenged to present their findings to their peers
and invited guests.
Learning Area links: Geography (ACHGK051), (ACHGK052), (ACHGK070); Civics and Citizenship
(ACHCS057); English (ACELY1720); Science (ACSSU116); Health and Physical Education
(ACPPS093)
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Intercultural understanding:
YEC members can come from anywhere in South Australia, representing rural and urban
environments and a variety of backgrounds. Therefore, members may be exposed to people
who live quite different lifestyles to themselves and who may express very different opinions.
As a result, the students have the good fortune to be introduced to people they may not have
had the opportunity to meet in their normal social life. Members learn that they are citizens
of the world with the power to create change locally by connecting with local issues and
examining the role of communities in creating change. In 2018 students were delighted to hear
from an Aboriginal educator and learn about Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture and
connections to the local environment.
Learning Area links: Health and Physical Education (ACPPS093), (ACPMP086), (ACPPS079); Civics
and Citizenship (ACHCS057); Geography (ACHGK065)

5.0 Membership
This year 59 students in Years 7 to 10 from 39 schools across South Australia were chosen
to be members of the YEC (four of whom were mentors selected from the previous year).
Unfortunately, some members had to pull out during the year but the remaining students
represented the voices of young people from schools across South Australia. They represented
the Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges, Northern and Yorke Peninsula, the SA Murray Darling
Basin, and the South East regions. Figure 1 shows the breakdown of representation from these
NRM regions.

FIGURE 1: Youth Environment Council Representation Breakdown for 2018
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5.1 Roles within the YEC and the selection process
Other than the previous students who were offered roles as mentors, all students interested
in being a Youth Environment Council member were required to submit an application. The
opportunity to apply was promoted through the YEC website (www.yecsa.net.au); AMLR and
SAMDB NRM Education email lists; the Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Youth Environment
Leadership Program; emails to schools from Natural Resources Management Board Regional
Officers across SA; and via emails to every DE, Catholic and Independent high school in South
Australia.
Any student in Year 7 to 10 was eligible to apply but required signed support from a parent/
care-giver and a teacher at their school. Selection of students is normally based on gaining a
balance between city and regional; male and female; and primary school and high school aged
representatives. This year 65 applications were received, with 55 applicants being selected as
members.
The successful applicants joined four student mentors to form a council of 59.
Table 1 provides a breakdown of member numbers for 2018.
TABLE 1: Membership breakdown by School Type
No. of students

No. of schools represented

Department for Education

39

26

Independent

11

7

9

6

TOTAL

59

39

Primary Schools

31

18

High Schools

11

8

R-12 Schools

17

13

TOTAL

59

39

Catholic

All members participate in the Council for one year and must reapply through the application
process if they wish to be involved in successive years. This ensures that the YEC can cater to a
wide audience and provide opportunities to a new cohort of students each year.
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5.2 The Mentor Program
The mentor program is an innovative
peer education program where
selected YEC students (typically those
in Years 9 to 10) are trained in student
leadership by NRM staff to help run
the YEC program over the year. The
mentors interact with and influence
younger members by running many of
the year’s activities at the various events.
Mentoring the fifty or so YEC students also
enhances the mentors’ own leadership skills and further embeds
the inclusive and supportive culture of young people taking action for sustainability.
As mentioned, four students, representing one regional and three metropolitan schools, were
invited by the NRM Education team to be mentors in the 2018 program. They were chosen
because they had demonstrated exceptional leadership and role-modelling skills, or the
potential to develop these skills, and had the ability to foster relationships with others.
In addition to the other YEC activities, the mentors took part in an overnight training camp at
Yookamurra Wildlife Sanctuary to develop the skills required for their role. This included learning
skills around:
•

working with NRM Education staff to plan and run activities at YEC events

•

welcoming students to help make the process of joining in, taking part and enjoying the
YEC easier for others

•

sharing their experiences of taking action in their school and local community

•

facilitating discussions and small group work

•

ensuring that other YEC members feel included, valued, and guiding them along the way
when needed

•

role-modelling positive and sustainable behaviours.

At the close of the Mentor camp, the mentors identified their own personal development goals
for the year. These included:
•

involving more people

•

sharing skills and ideas

•

helping members

•

improving organisational skills and the ability to listen more actively to others

•

starting conversations and further developing communication skills

•

not getting too scared when talking to big groups

•

getting more environmental/project building ideas

•

improving self-confidence and knowledge about sustainability and the environment

•

being a listening leader and not a controlling leader

•

meeting new people and helping them with their journey

•

learning other members’ concerns for the environment

•

having more opportunities to show patience and kindness and understanding different
people’s thinking styles.
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The NRM Education staff familiarised themselves with these goals and supported the mentors
across the year as they worked on achieving them, particularly at the YEC Leadership Camp. Each
mentor received a letter detailing constructive feedback from the staff team on their goals, as
well as the attitudes, behaviours and skills observed at the Sustainability Forum and Leadership
Camp.
Things that the YEC members reported they had learnt from the mentors at the camp reflected
many of the goals that the mentors had set themselves, as well as noting their positive
dispositions, approaches and even some of their sayings:
•

I think it is good how we can learn firsthand of experiences and how they run the activities
and are very good leaders.

•

They are really easy to talk to if you need help.

•

They are nice people and care about others and the environment.

•

That you should try your hardest to do your work and do
as much as you can.

•

I learnt about plants from Kira.

•

I learnt about the Science from Guthrow.

•

I learnt the similarity between deadly nightshade
and kangaroo apple.

•

Be kind and have fun.

•

Have fun but be sensible.

•

Give everything a go and step out of my comfort
zone from time to time.

•

Curiosity is included and important to all actions
that you take.

•

I learnt that working together is the way to go.

•

Friendship and inside jokes.

•

The mentors were really kind and they let everybody speak.

•

Put yourself out there and have a go.

•

Sometimes groups can get along/work together better in small groups.

•

They are really nice and they have helped me on my project.

“I feel like I have strengthened my leadership skills and have more courage.”
Connor, YEC mentor 2018

“I have learnt that to be a good mentor, you don’t necessarily have to meet
everyone. That is why there are four of us. Previously I was trying possibly too
hard to meet and get along with everyone.”
Kira, YEC mentor 2018

“They (the mentors) have taught us that you can’t always change people’s
minds, maybe they have to change their heart first.”
Rai, YEC member 2018
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“You have to take risks and get out of your
comfort zone to learn new skills.”
Jay, YEC member 2018

“I enjoyed at the Arbury Park camp helping
students think up and develop their
projects.”
Oliver, YEC mentor 2018

6.0 The YEC Program
Representatives participated in the following events:

6.1 Mentor Camp

“If you’re really lucky, you’ll get to see a bilby.”
For the first time the YEC Mentor Camp was hosted at Yookamurra Sanctuary in the beautiful
environment of South Australia’s Murraylands.
Mentors participated in leadership, group facilitation and planning activities that prepared them
for the leadership role they would undertake throughout the YEC program. Mentors provided
feedback to staff and shared their visions and goals for the YEC. The Mallee ecosystem provided
an ideal setting for the camp, with students participating in ecology surveys, guided tours,
maintenance duties and night walks to monitor and view some of the local residents – Bilbies,
Numbats, Burrowing Bettongs and Hopping Bettongs.

6.2 Sustainability Forum
Forty-nine students converged on the Adelaide Botanic Gardens to enjoy a day of mingling,
team building and creative thinking. The YEC Mentors led ice-breaker activities before members
participated in both theoretical and practical activities that allowed them to explore their own
passions and interests. Members shared stories from their personal lives
and school with a focus on sustainability topics of interest, then
planned their project for the year. In addition, educational
staff from the Adelaide Botanic Gardens led members
through activities to connect them to locally grown food.

6.3 Leadership Camp
Arbury Park Outdoor School (APOS) provides
an inspiring backdrop to deepen the students’
knowledge of sustainability issues and upskill them in
leadership, problem solving and team building. The
YEC members identified support networks, funding
opportunities and planned for future action. Many of
them chose to take action on issues that they saw within
their own neighbourhoods, with habitat creation and
protection, revegetation and weed control, nude food and
plastic minimisation being important issues areas of interest for
most students.
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APOS and NRM Education staff collaborated to deliver a program encouraging students to
connect with their surroundings, challenge themselves and think deeply about their goals.
Orienteering, a night frog walk and Landcare activities were commonly listed as highlights.
A highpoint for all was guest speaker Trent Hill from Indigenous Culture for Kids, who
demonstrated the sophisticated technologies traditionally used by his family for hunting and
gathering. His family are the Wiilman people from south-west WA. Trent also shared a dreaming
story about taking responsibility and showing respect, which resonated with many YEC
members.

6.4 Online Sharing Forum
Following the camp, students took their evolving project ideas back to their regions for
further development and to gather support from their school communities. Members stayed
in touch with each other using the YEC online forum, enabling them to share project updates,
achievements, run surveys and to troubleshoot any challenges.
This online tool was also used by NRM Education staff to remotely mentor YEC representatives.
Staff supported students to navigate project planning and delivery, answered student requests
and posted links to relevant resources. The online forum was also used to support students to
prepare their displays for the sharing and celebration event at the end of the year.

6.5 Regional Events
In 2018, for the first time, the YEC program included additional events to support the members
and help them connect with each other in their local region. Two regional events were
considered a big success by the members.
Five YEC members were from the South East region and represented four schools in that region
(Mil Lel PS, Keith Area School, Mulga Street PS and Glencoe Central PS). The students decided
they would like to be involved in the Young Environmental Leaders program; a youth voice event
already happening in their region through the SE NRM Board which took place at Naracoorte
Caves on the 7th and 8th of August.
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This event involved a number of students from schools across the South East region coming
together throughout the year to share and work on environmental projects. As part of their
involvement, the five YEC members each prepared a short presentation on their YEC project
that they shared with the other students to inspire them. They also developed and ran a team
building exercise with the whole group.
For the rest of the event, they happily joined in with other activities including hands-on weed
removal, plant identification and discussions around locally relevant environmental issues. The
feedback from YEC members was that they thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to learn new
skills and share their skills and knowledge with others.
YEC members in the Central Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges region identified bird watching
and animals as areas of particular interest. In response to this, the NRM Education team
organised a one-day regional event for members with a range of activities based on these
themes. The venue chosen by the participating YEC members was Bonython Park (Tulya Wardli);
a beautiful place to experience nature along the banks of the River Torrens. The event was
attended by 11 students from eight different schools and it allowed them to reconnect and
engage with nature through enjoyable and educational outdoor activities. These included
animal-orientated icebreakers, get-to-know you activities, games and birdwatching activities.
On the day the weather was perfect, with the clear, sunny conditions allowing the members to
use binoculars and identification charts to observe and record birds in Bonython Park and along
the river. These habitat assessments compared how well different areas in the park provided
habitat for birdlife.
The event provided the perfect opportunity for YEC members to share and celebrate their
sustainability project progress and to troubleshoot any challenges they’d encountered so far, in
preparation for showcasing their achievements with family, teachers, other students and invited
guests later in the year.
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6.6 Sharing and Celebration Forum
Members celebrated the completion of the YEC and their projects with a day at Cleland Wildlife
Conservation Park which provided them with the opportunity to display and share the thinking,
process and actions that led to the completion of their project.
While most students undertook projects within their school, community and neighbourhoods,
others worked in locations far away from home.
Waste was a popular theme, with many students concerned by the amount of litter within their
school environment and the quantity of resources that are sent to landfill. Some members
focussed on advocacy, others on spreading their passion for the environment through
workshops, such as teaching others how to make newspaper pot plants and beeswax wraps.
A few students worked with local volunteer community groups, such as Scouts SA, Trees for Life
and the Friends of Cobbler Creek, to improve facilities and increase native habitat.
One student raised funds for her favourite charity by making and selling badges.
Members displayed and discussed their projects with teachers, parents, NRM Education staff,
special guests and Minister Speirs.
As recognition of their dedication and contribution to the YEC, Minister Speirs presented the
students with certificates and parting gifts.

“(Through the YEC I have gained) a sense of community, knowledge of
environmental issues (and a) deeper passion for the environment.”
Polina, YEC Member 2018

“YEC has the same morals and passions I do and is exactly what I had been
waiting for.”
Jocelyn, YEC Member 2018

“I enjoyed learning things that I probably wouldn’t learn at school.”
Brooklyn, YEC Member 2018
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7.0 The Ripple Effect
One of the key aspects of involvement in the YEC is that
students share their passion, knowledge and skills with
their whole school and wider community. They are
encouraged to innovate and explore different ways to
raise awareness and in 2018 some approaches taken
included:
•

hands-on revegetation and habitat creation

•

proactive awareness-raising through brochures and
posters displayed around the school and community

•

delivering presentations and education sessions at school
assemblies and to classes

•

fundraising to support threatened species

•

scientific inquiry and ecosystem monitoring

•

using art, making videos, and speaking to media to further environmental messages.

7.1 The Ripple Effect in Action - Evidence
The Youth Environment Council has inspired powerful learners. By choosing the topic they want
to research, students become highly engaged in their learning and by developing a plan of
action they are challenged to discuss and develop potential solutions.

7.1.1 Projects Undertaken by YEC Members
In 2018, there were 40 projects initiated YEC members to support student voice and action in
the school and/or community. Projects included:
Cultural change and awareness-raising: delivering presentations on environmental issues
(climate change, pollution, native animals) and how to take action; fundraising for threatened
species using homemade items
Food gardening: reinvigorating a disused garden area to grow summer vegetables; creating a
new bush tucker garden and educating the community on the types of native food that can be
grown.
Biodiversity: creating a school frog pond; raising awareness of endangered plants and animals;
creating biodiversity gardens and corridors; revegetation; propagation of
native seedlings; studying the salt and drought tolerance of ruby
saltbush for revegetating difficult sites; making animal boxes
(bird and bat nest boxes, bee hotels).
Energy: researching and designing a water-powered
rock tumbler that could be adapted to a mill or washing
machine.
Waste: making recycling fun by installing a basketball
hoop above the 10 cent recycling bin; convincing the
principal to fund compost and 10 cent deposit bins; bin
audit/surveys; encouraging nude food by changing casual
days from gold coin donation to nude food; having a nude
food day once a week; making compostable plant pots from
newspaper; creating compost at school and educating students
about what can and can’t be composted.
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7.2 Ministerial Support
Minister Speirs attended the Sharing and Celebration Forum at Cleland Wildlife Park and
spoke with students about their projects. Minister Speirs addressed the YEC with an inspiring
speech and thanked the students for their efforts and enthusiasm. This is a very important part
of the YEC program each year, because students report that having contact with members of
parliament makes them feel their opinions and ideas are valued and that they have a strong
voice to share.

8.0 Youth Environment Council Evaluation
YEC students completed an evaluation after the Leadership Camp and again at the Sharing &
Celebration Forum. Feedback was also sought from teachers and parents at the end of the year
regarding the impact of their student’s or child’s involvement in the YEC.
The feedback demonstrated a strong link between participating in the YEC and improved skills,
knowledge and ability to develop and lead sustainability projects at their school or in their
community.

8.1 Arbury Park Leadership Camp Evaluation
The main focus of the camp was on engaging students and connecting them based upon their
individual passions and interests, as well as supporting them to build skills and knowledge to
bring about change through planning and implementing sustainability projects in their schools
and communities.
Evaluation of 41 YEC students showed that 98% felt confident about creating environmental
change in their school. The vast majority (93%) of the students also felt that the learning and
preparation done on the camp directly helped them to plan and implement their sustainability
projects.
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“Using the leadership skills I developed on
camp, I developed and shared my ideas on
what we should do for our projects.”
Sivneang, YEC member 2018

“We talked at assemblies and students
shared knowledge and photos, and had
a massive impact.”
Amber, YEC member 2018

8.2 End of Year Evaluation
An end of year evaluation process asked students to share
what skills, opportunities and personal growth they had gained
from participating in the program. Responses included:
•

leadership

•

public speaking skills

•

social skills

•

knowledge of environmental issues

•

sense of community

•

deeper
passion
for the
environment

•

team work.

“I know I have made a difference and know how good it felt.”
Caleb,YEC Member 2018

Students gave feedback on what had been valuable to them in the YEC program. The following
are some of the responses:
•

Sharing and Celebration forum because
now I know that I can make a difference

•

the camp because it was a good way to
connect with the environment and other
people

•

I enjoyed all the new knowledge and
experiences I gained

•

learning things that I probably wouldn’t
learn at school

•

to be honest connecting to the
environment in multiple events and really
everything about YEC

•

I enjoyed camp because I made new
friends and gained knowledge

•

I have enjoyed being a leader and a
person for people to ask questions to.

“The Yookamurra Mentor camp and seeing the inner workings of a conservation
camp.”
Guthrow, YEC Mentor 2018
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Through participating in the YEC and the camp 90% of
students felt that they were now good role models and
94% felt they had been inspired to take action.
When asked whether they would recommend joining the
YEC to their friends, 95% responded affirmatively.

“Definitely and I have because it’s just great
and I really hope to be able to continue myself
next year and beyond.”
Jocelyn, YEC member 2018

Since the YEC Arbury Park Camp, students have shared
skills and knowledge with the people around them and encouraged change in their community.

“Sharing our new skills and knowledge to younger environmental student
leaders in our school”
James, YEC member 2018

“Talked at school assembly and hold events for the community.”
Loren, YEC member 2018

Student feedback reflected the YEC’s influence on their ambitions for the future, from their
values and everyday actions to their sustainability goals and career choices.

“I feel like I know how to take action around my school now after the last 2
years.”
Inika, YEC member 2018

“I think the YEC has influenced my sustainability goals and my everyday
actions.”
Unnamed, YEC member 2018

8.3 A Parent’s Perspective
All parents of YEC members were invited to complete a survey on their child’s experience. In
2018, five parents responded. The questions asked were:
•

What did your child gain from being a part of the YEC?

•

Has your child’s involvement in the YEC had an impact on what they do at home or in the
local community?

•

What helped/would help you support your child?
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The responses strongly reflected the wide range of knowledge and skill sets that YEC members
gained from their experience and demonstrated many different areas of personal development.
A selection of quotes from parents is included below.

“She has found her direction in life. Always had a love for animals but this is
extending to plants and the environment we all live in.”
“Increasing interest in the extinction of animals and plants- she is now taking
care of pygmy goannas and joined the Orchid Club (assisting with preservation
of threatened species of orchids).”
“In our local community and school he has been a main person in teaching
younger kids about recycling and looking after the environment. He has talked
to many people on issues around our town.”
“She was interested in a few things. This helped her focus on a project and
even a lifestyle. She informs us of native vs non-native plants and recycling at
home. She enjoys the network of new friends in South Australia as well.”
“She has got involved with school projects and led them, as in planting
and raising plants. She has helped the school by involving members of the
community.”
“He has gained a lot of self-confidence with himself and talking in groups. It is
great to see him so excited about something.”
“Love this and hopefully he can continue and that his little brother can join in
next year too.”
8.4 A Teacher’s Perspective
All supporting school staff were also emailed a survey on their students’ experience. The survey
questions were:
•

Have you noticed a change in your student this year as a result of their participation in the
Youth Environment Council?

•

Have there been any changes/benefits/outcomes for the whole school as a result of this
student’s involvement in the YEC?

•

Would you encourage your students to apply for the YEC next year?

•

What helped/would help you to support your student?

This year three teachers or principals responded. In answer to the question of whether they
would encourage students to apply again next year, 100% of respondents said yes.
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Case Study: Kira (year 10) Urrbrae Agricultural High School
Kira has a strong affinity for plants. Mentors for the YEC
often choose an animal icon that represents them
in some way, but Kira went against the trend and
chose Old Man’s Beard (Clematis microphylla); a
beautiful wispy climber. It was no surprise then
that for her project she chose to research the
drought and salt tolerance of another favourite
plant, Ruby Saltbush (Enchylaena tomentosa).
She noticed that many of the Eucalypt trees
being planted in wetlands near her home were
dying, and leaving bare patches where weeds
could take hold. From her research, she found that
Ruby Saltbush is a pioneer species, able to tolerate
harsher conditions than many other local natives.
To confirm this, Kira took ten Ruby Saltbush plants and
subjected them to different conditions.
Plants in the drought experiment received 5, 10, 15, 20, or 30mls of water each week for ten
weeks, while those subjected to salt received increasing amounts of salt solution during the
same period. As expected, the plants receiving the most water and least salt did best, but
surprisingly, none of the plants died. This confirmed Kira’s hypothesis that these are very
tough plants and would be well suited to wetland plantings where conditions are less-thanideal.
While the experiment was successful, Kira said she would much rather be out in the field
collecting data than in a greenhouse and was surprised how time-consuming even a simple
experiment like this was.
General capabilities demonstrated through this project: Literacy, numeracy, critical and
creative thinking, and personal and social capability.

The perspective of teachers is highly valued as these are the people with long term relationships
with the students and who are able to see changes in values, attitudes and behaviours within the
school setting. Two quotes are included below.

“They have grown in confidence and developed leadership skills. Their oral
communication skills have flourished. They have motivated other students too.”
“Our environment group has received leadership/ideas/support. The local area
has benefited from volunteer projects such as producing a native garden and
raising vegetables for charity.”
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9.0 Summary
The 2018 YEC program continues the legacy
of success developed over the 21 years
of its existence. Parents, teachers and the
students’ own reflections are testament to
the strength of the program in helping give
a platform for the voice of young South
Australians advocating for the environment
and sustainability.
Past YEC members who rise to become
student mentors are a keystone in the success
of the council. Being a mentor gives older
students the opportunity to develop skills as
leaders and their contribution helps build and
maintain the supportive and collaborative
culture the council has developed. The mentor
role also enables students to provide peersupport and role-model positive behaviours.
Student mentors are active in YEC event organisation. They organise and run activities and
provide regular feedback to staff. This helps with planning to ensure that not only are future
events and activities relevant, but that tweaks can be made to an event’s agenda as the event is
happening, particularly at the Leadership Camp.
During the year, students develop a project related to an environmental area of interest. They
research and explore how they can make a difference in their school and/or community, and
are given support during YEC events and by staff at their school. Some projects focus on a local
issue, while others look more to national or even international issues, but all seek to improve
socio-environmental outcomes.
At the final event of the year, the Sharing and Celebration Forum, students share their research
and actions with parents, teachers, members of the NRM Board and other invited guests.
The expo-style event allows the students to share their work interactively and provides the
opportunity for them to hone their presentation skills, share ideas with each other and receive
recognition for their efforts. This year, we were pleased to have Minister Speirs MP attend the
event. The YEC members were thrilled to have a representative of Government attending and
they thoroughly enjoyed conversing with Minister Speirs, telling him about their projects and
what they’re passionate about.
YEC members developed many skills through their involvement this year including:
•

gaining self-confidence and the belief in their own abilities

•

confidence in developing speeches, teamwork and the ability to work with others

•

making new friends and developing support networks

•

planning and undertaking actions that lead to a more sustainable future.

In their feedback, members frequently cite feelings of agency and power to take positive steps
for the environment, challenging themselves and others to live more sustainably. They are
encouraged to see themselves and their peers making a difference, challenging the notion
that young people do not have power to create change. Many also mention a desire to pursue
careers in the environmental sector.
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As a result, their schools and communities have gained young people equipped with skills,
knowledge and values to create change. As engaged and active citizens, they are a positive force
for their communities, educating and empowering others. These outcomes all meet the aims
of the Youth Environment Council of SA, as well as matching the intended outcomes for the DE
Teaching for Effective Learning Framework.
The Australian Curriculum Learning Areas , General Capabilities and Cross Curriculum Priorities
continue to provide exciting opportunities to embed the YEC into a state-wide approach of
producing powerful and engaged learners, underpinned by the principles of student voice and
Education for Sustainability.
After celebrating our 20 year milestone, we are reinspired by all that has been achieved by the
YEC and its countless members, mentors and friends. Despite the changes that have occurred
over this period, the continuing successes of the YEC as an authentic, futures-focussed program
for reflecting youth voice highlight the strength of the longstanding partnership between
the Department for Education and the Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Natural Resources
Management Board.
We are excited for the next chapter of the YEC, what 2019 may bring, and we will continue to
provide opportunities for the young people of South Australia to have their voices heard.
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10.0 Appendices
10.1 Schools represented by YEC members in 2018
•

Adelaide High School

•

Mulga Street Primary School

•

Allenby Gardens Primary School

•

Parafield Gardens High School

•

Angaston Primary School

•

Parafield Gardens R-7 School

•

Black Forest Primary School

•

Pedare Christian College

•

Christies Beach Primary School

•

Richmond Primary School

•

Eden Hills Primary School

•

Salisbury East High School

•

Faith Lutheran School

•

Seaton High School

•

Fulham North Primary School

•

St Margaret Mary’s Primary School

•

Gilles Street Primary School

•

St Mary Magdalene’s School

•

Glencoe Central Primary School

•

St Peters College

•

Golden Grove High School

•

St Pius X Catholic School

•

Greenock Primary School

•

Tenison Woods College

•

Heathfield Primary School

•

The Heights School

•

Home Education

•

Urrbrae Agricultural High School

•

Keith Area School

•

Waikerie Primary School

•

Kildare College

•

Wasleys Primary School

•

Mil Lel Primary School

•

Wilderness School

•

Minlaton District School

•

Woodcroft College

•

Mount Barker Waldorf School
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10.2 The proposed YEC program for 2019
Date
Event
Mon 1 Apr Mentor
Training Day

Thu 9 Mar
(Term 2
Week 2)

Sustainability
Forum

Intended outcomes
•

Build leadership, mentoring and communication skills.

•

Practice team building, group facilitation skills.

•

Participate in hands on conservation/taking action skills.

•

Review Sustainability Forum and YEC Camp agendas, roles
and activities.

•

Induct new YEC council.

•

Overview of YEC expectations, events, Leadership Camp FAQ
and Online Forum tasks.

•

Team building and group norms.

•

Establish shared understanding of sustainability, youth voice
and taking action.

•

2018 members share their experiences and projects.

•

Create online forum account.

By the end of the session members will have:

Term 2

Mon 27Wed 29
May

Reminders
sent (email/
online forum)
YEC Camp

•

connected with YEC members that have a common interest

•

shared their knowledge and opinions to hone in on their area
of passion

•

an understanding of ways they can grow their passion

•

started documenting the people who make up their
sustainability network

•

participated in hands-on sustainability learning based on the
environments within the Botanic Gardens.

•

Reminder to ask any camp questions online.

Camp learning intentions:
•

What am I passionate about?

•

What skills do I need to tell my story and influence others?

•

Who in my school or community can help me?

•

What are my first next steps?

By the end of the camp members will have:
•

built on leadership, mentoring and communication skills

•

practiced team building and group facilitation skills

•

deepened sustainability and ecological knowledge and skills

•

participated in hands on conservation/taking action skills

•

worked with YEC members with similar interests to
conceptualize and start planning how to progress research,
an event or initiative in their area of passion.
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Date
Term 2-3

Term 2- 3

Term 3

Term 3
(between
Mon 22
Jul- Fri 30
Aug)

Term 3

As
required
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Event
Intended outcomes
Online forum
• Report back on progress to date on the ‘next steps’ identified
task
at YEC camp (choice of questions to answer)

Reminders
sent (email/
online forum)

Online
Forum Task

Regional YEC
events

YEC Sharing
Forum

Contact with
AMLR NRM
Board

•

Share photos, contacts and resources that might be useful to
other members.

•

Reminder to contact NRM Education if they are experiencing
any challenges with progressing their area of passion.

•

Send information about requirements for sharing
achievements at the Sharing Forum.

•

Reminder to ask any Sharing Forum questions online.

•

Report back on progress of research, event or initiative.

•

(choice of questions to answer).

•

Share ideas of how they will display their work at the Sharing
Forum.

•

Facilitate networking and project sharing amongst students
from the same NRM region.

•

Encourage contact with relevant organisations and individuals
which could be useful for framing and addressing local issues.

•

Feed into any opportunities to address or prepare
submissions to local NRM Boards (as relevant).

•

Promote and share achievements over the year through
individual or group interactive displays for invited guests.

•

Recognise and celebrate achievements over the year.

•

Plan steps to sustain the initiatives started.

•

Reflect on personal journey over the year, the impact of the
YEC and provide feedback to NRM Education to improve the
Council for next year.

•

Provide authentic opportunities for YEC members to feed into
the AMLR NRM Board on environmental issues of concern to
them and their proposed solutions.

•

Respond to a formal request by the Board asking for youth
representation and input to their operation.

•

Scaffold contact between Board and YEC to ensure most
meaningful dialogue and outcomes.

Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Natural Resources Management Board
Department for Education

